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Abstract
First Sweet Truth is a photographic dialogue with mystical texts
written by Christian women in the late Middle Ages. These visionary
accounts are not only significant historically—many of them are the
first known texts to be written by women in the West—but, moreover,
provide a foundation for non-anthropocentric knowledge. In our
contemporary landscape informed by algorithms and data-driven
forms of knowledge, mystical experience inherently defies the logic of
our time. Today we largely assume seeing to be a disembodied act. In
a constant flow of images, our eyes skim, understand, move on—what
the philosopher Laura Marks calls seeing-as-mastering. In contrast, I
examine what this lineage of female visionary experience reveals about
other ways of seeing, a kind of seeing that gestures both towards the
flowering of reality and the limits of representation.
My project is at once an historical inquiry, a personal
pilgrimage, and an investigation into the continued relevance of these
women’s writings. I turn to my camera as a tool of translation. How
do you photograph the ineffable? For a medium that has an indexical
relationship to reality, much has been written about photography’s
ability to visualize the invisible, from Spiritualist photography to Kate
Bouman’s recent photograph of a black hole. But rather than look to
the camera as a tool for truth-as-evidence, I turn to it instead as a tool
for truth-as-disclosure. What if the camera is the thing with which I
keep saying God?1

1 I owe this phrase to Foad Torshizi.
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The Wounds of Christ with Symbols of the Passion, c. 1490
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In the past few decades, a growth of scholarly interest has developed
around a handful of Christian women from the late Middle Ages
who experienced and recorded spiritual visions. In many cases,
these recordings are the first known texts written by women in the
West. For example, Julian of Norwich’s Revelations of Divine Love—a
first-hand account of her sixteen “showings” of Jesus, in which she
often feminizes Jesus as mother—is the first book to be written by a
female in English. But the contemporary fascination with this mystical
literature goes beyond its historical significance. In a recent essay
in the art journal e-flux, Elvia Wilk explains how these late Medieval
female mystics not only challenged the dominant epistemology
of their time, but also offer—for us today—“a foundation for nonanthropocentric knowledge.” Moreover, not only do these texts “speak
in compelling ways to issues at the heart of the human situation,” the
scholar Amy Hollywood writes, but also “at the heart of specifically
feminist concerns” (Acute Melancholia 113).
The visionary encounters these women experienced and wrote
about are fundamentally intangible and irreducible, exceeding the
subject’s capacity to explain them. In a digital landscape informed by
algorithms and data-driven forms of knowledge, mystical experience
inherently defies the logic of our time. In her book of visions, The
Book of Special Grace, the German Mechthild of Hackeborn writes,
“Everything I tell you is like wind compared to what I cannot even
express in words” (138). Like Mechthild, these women stress, over and
over again, that language inherently fails to capture the reality of their
visionary experience. And they insist that if knowledge of the ineffable
is even somewhat attainable, it will require the fullness of human
senses—it cannot merely be grasped intellectually, but must also be
touched, felt, and, especially, seen.
My project, First Sweet Truth, is a photographic dialogue
with these visionary texts. It is at once an historical inquiry, a personal
pilgrimage, and a reflection on the continued relevance of these
women’s visionary experiences. I use my camera as these women used
words. How do you photograph the ineffable? How do you give visual
3

form to invisible spiritual realities? The camera inevitably fails. But this
is perhaps what photography is best at—it only offers up fragments,
or, as Junko Theresa Mikuriya writes, “the instantaneous glimpse [only]
made possible during that brief interval when the camera shutter is
left open” (125). Likewise, the mystical experience is one defined by
proximity, the desire to get close, to touch the wound, to see the scars,
to feel—and by feeling, to know.
In my practice, the camera becomes the means by which I get
close. Rather than attempting to create direct representations of these
visions, I turn instead to fragmentation, emptiness, dissemblance, and
the sensual, often using the symbols and metaphors these women
reference in their own writings. In an effort to get even closer, my
project has taken me to the very place some of these women lived—
Kloster Helfta, a still-active Cistercian convent in central Germany.
Three of the most prolific Christian female mystics—Gertrude of
Helfta, Mechthild of Magdeburg, and Mechthild of Hackeborn—all
lived at Helfta in the thirteenth century and many of the nuns who live
there today have even taken on their names.
In this thesis, I will explore the history and nature of late
Medieval mysticism and, in particular, the tenuous relationship
between gender, agency, and this visionary subculture through the
lens of feminist studies in Christian spirituality. How might attention
to these alternative histories and a radical openness to the “other”
disrupt our modern presuppositions? This will provide the necessary
introduction not only to my own research and artistic practice, but also
to a broader resonance between photography and mysticism, which
has its roots in the very beginnings of photography, and even prior to
its technical invention, as Mikuriya argues (7). From early Spiritualist
photography to Kate Bouman’s recent photograph of a black hole, the
question remains: can photography capture the invisible?
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Late Medieval
Mysticism and
Female Visionary
Experience

Creating Context: Late Medieval Mysticism

Untitled (Sister Sandra), from the series, First Sweet Truth, 2020
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Derived from the Greek muo, which means to close, or, to close
the eyes, the use of the term mysticism began to take on specific
meaning within early and Medieval Christian history (Hollywood, The
Cambridge Companion 5). In the third century, Origen writes of a
mystical approach to reading scripture as one that seeks to disclose
the hidden or allegorical meaning beneath the text (Hollywood, The
Cambridge Companion 5). Over time, various devotional practices,
particularly within the context of monastic life, also began to be
referred to as mystical, including visionary experience, contemplation,
and union—practices that emphasized both God’s transcendence
and God’s immanence, reflecting the belief that knowledge of God
was not only a matter of theology or doctrine but also a result of
personal union with God (Hollywood, The Cambridge Companion
6). But while such mystical experience has a long history within the
Western Christian tradition—and certainly outside of it as well—it
became a particularly pronounced feature of religious life during the
Middle Ages. This was due in part to a new emphasis on the humanity
of Christ—the word which became flesh, the unknowable becoming
visible—as well as to the rise of vernacular literature (Bynum 170).
The historian Bernard McGinn describes this “new mysticism” of the
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries as being marked in particular by its
democratization, feminization, and vernacularization (Weber 317).
As a result of these changes, it is during this period that
women began to write about their own mystical encounters. Prior to
the thirteenth century, very few religious women speak directly about
their inner spiritual experience (Bynum 170). While some historians
have claimed this “flowering of female piety” is a result of inherent
female emotionalism or a feminine preference for the use of female
imagery, Caroline Walker Bynum argues against this in her seminal
book, Jesus As Mother: Studies in Christian Spirituality of the Middle
Ages: “If women became mystics because they are intrinsically
more emotional, imaginative, religious or hysterical than men, why
did it take centuries for this to emerge?” (172-173). Likewise, even
a rudimentary investigation into the differences between mystical
9

literature written by men and women in the Middle Ages reveals that
affective spirituality was not exclusive to women (Hollywood, Acute
Melancholia 112). In fact, “the writings of many men are drenched in
affect” (Hollywood, Acute Melancholia 112). What does distinguish
male and female spirituality of the time, however, is that women were
more likely to use direct encounters with God as claim to their spiritual
authority (Hollywood, Acute Melancholia 112). Amy Hollywood writes,
“…women’s experience of Christian truth became one of the primary
means through which they were empowered to speak, teach, and
write” (Hollywood, Acute Melancholia 95). As a result of the increase
in female mysticism, men were more likely to denigrate mysticism as
“feminine.” This only became increasingly true in the late Middle Ages
as female mystical literature emerged and spread, especially amongst
lay people, but has also retained tremendous force through time and
within modern scholarship (Hollywood, Acute Melancholia 113-114).
Much of this mystical literature gets misunderstood, even
today, at exactly this point—while these women fully embraced an
embodied spirituality, one driven by emotional, sensual, and often
erotic visions of God, it was not because they were inherently more
affective than their male peers, but rather because they believed the
only way to approach the ineffable was to plumb the depth of human
experience and emotions. Their resulting intimate encounters with
God gave them the authority to speak and, in doing so, to resist and
expand the accepted boundaries of empirical knowledge. So even
while it is crucially important to “resist [a] too easy identification
of women with the body,” which has been the assumption of much
scholarship on female Christian mysticism, we must “find ways to
recognize the embodied nature of all human subjectivity” (Hollywood,
Acute Melancholia 114). My task, then, has been to read these visionary
texts in all of their complexity and contradiction, not as if their subjects
were merely the puerile victims of a patriarchal society, but rather with
a posture of what they might have to teach us today.
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The Mystics of Kloster Helfta: Mechthild of Magdeburg, Mechthild
of Hackeborn and Gertrude of Helfta

A page from a manuscript of Mechthild of Magdeburg’s The Flowing Light of the Godhead (“Das fliessende
Licht der Gottheit”) and other mystic works, c. late 14th century
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While my research has covered the expanse of female mysticism in
Europe in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, from Elisabeth of
Schönau and Julian of Norwich to Catherine of Siena and Marguerite
Porete, I have chosen to narrow the scope of my project to the three
mystics of Kloster Helfta, a Cistercian monastery in central Germany.
The visionary literature which came out of Helfta in the thirteenth
century forms the largest single body of female mysticism of the
time, with three separate accounts making up over 1200 pages
total (Bynum 181). The visionary women of Helfta—Mechthild of
Magdeburg, Mechthild of Hackeborn, and Gertrude of Helfta—were
immensely prolific, likely a result of the monastic culture at Helfta
which supported their intellectual labor. Additionally, however, I
choose to focus on these women as a result of my ongoing relationship
with Kloster Helfta and the role it has taken in my project, First Sweet
Truth, over the past two years as I traveled to and documented the
contemporary monastery. After 450 years of being inactive, it was
rebuilt and restarted in 1999, and many of the nine nuns who live
there today remain deeply invested in the history of the mystics who
came before them and they continue to study and share that history
with pilgrims and guests. For them, Helfta is a place still ripe with the
presence of God.
The monastery was first founded in Mansfeld in 1229 by Count
Burchard of Mansfeld and his wife Elisabeth for a small group of nuns,
but it moved several times before settling in Helfta in 1258, a town
near Eisleben in Saxony (Bynum 174). The land was gifted to them by
two nobles who were also the brothers of the then-abbess Gertrude
of Hackeborn (Bynum 175). Like many monasteries of the time, the
nuns were generally from wealthy, powerful families and many of them
may have been educated prior to joining the monastery. Under the
forty year rule of the abbess, Gertrude of Hackeborn, the monastery
flourished and grew. By the end of the thirteenth century, it is recorded
that over a hundred nuns lived at Helfta and, additionally, some
nuns had been sent out to start other monastic communities (Bynum
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175). With Abbess Gertrude’s direction, a strong and, for the time,
unusual emphasis was placed on learning and education, as the nuns
themselves acknowledge in her hagiography:
She bought her church all the good books that she could, or else
had the sisters copy them. She also zealously promoted education
so the girls would acquire knowledge of the liberal arts. If zeal
for learning were to perish, she used to say, once they no longer
understood the divine Scripture, religious devotion would perish
too. So she required the younger nuns who were less learned
to study more, and she provided them with female teachers
(Mechthild of Hackeborn 204).
The first book of visions to come out of Helfta—and which
clearly influenced the others—was Mechthild of Magdeburg’s The
Flowing Light of the Godhead, which she wrote in low German and
which was later collected and edited by a Dominican friar, Henry of
Halle (the only book of Helfta to be compiled by a man) (Bynum 177).
Unlike the other mystics of Helfta, Mechthild of Magdeburg was a
beguine, meaning she was not a part of the monastery or bound by
vows, until later in her life when she became ill and was encouraged
to retreat to Helfta, where she stayed for twelve years until her death
(Tobin 5). At Helfta, she completed her book, which stands out for its
lyrical style reminiscent of courtly literature, as well as its emphasis
on bridal mysticism and suffering. Likewise, it is the only book of
the three to be written in a vernacular language as opposed to Latin,
likely a result of the fact that Mechthild of Magdeburg did not grow
up in the monastery and thus would not have learned Latin. In the
book, Mechthild not only records her encounters with God, but also
interprets them for the reader (Tobin 10). And while the book includes
accounts of Mechthild’s visions, much of it is actually composed of
prayers, hymns, and conversations between her and God, which she
says she writes directly “out of God’s heart and mouth” (Mechthild of
Magdeburg 144):
“O One dear to my heart, where shall you find the balm?”
14
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“O Lord, I was going to tear the heart of my soul in two and
intended to put you in it.”
“You could never give me a more soothing balsam than to let me
unceasingly lie weightlessly in your soul” (108).
A generation later, two nuns at Helfta transcribe and organize
another Mechthild’s visions: Mechthild of Hackeborn, sister to the
abbess, Gertrude of Hackeborn. As Barbara Newman explains,
“[Mechthild of Hackeborn’s] Book is a hybrid text that can be read
as a book of visions, a saint’s life, a liturgical commentary, a spiritual
diary, and a didactic treatise on the religious life” (8). Mechthild of
Hackeborn joined the monastery when she was five years old, when
she supposedly visited her older sister and then begged to never leave
again (Bynum 210). While it is not clear when her visionary experiences
began, she chose to keep them to herself until 1291, when she was
gravely ill and finally confided in her fellow nuns the encounters with
God that had long dominated her inner life (Bynum 210). Mechthild of
Hackeborn’s visions largely happened within the context of liturgical
life and are more vivid and narrative than the former Mechthild’s
visions. However, Mechthild of Magdeburg’s influence is clear: the
passionate divine Lover also frequently appears in Mechthild of
Hackeborn’s visions and she continues a devotion to the sacred heart
of Christ (Newman 12). But Mechthild of Hackeborn's relationship
with God is one particularly defined by sweetness, comfort, and
tenderness:
Untitled (Apple Tree at Kloster Helfta), from the series, First Sweet Truth, 2019

During Mass, this handmaid of God saw the sweet heart of Jesus
Christ in the form of a lamp, as luminous as crystal, burning like
a flame. Overflowing on all sides with abundant sweetness, it
distilled drops like honey into every devoted heart (Mechthild of
Hackeborn 155).
When Mechthild sees the “rosy wounds” of Christ in a vision, he invites
her in to “walk the length and breadth of my divine heart,” and she
encourages her readers to also “try and pour your heart with all your
might into [God’s] heart” (154, 83).
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Gertrude of Helfta, the final Helfta mystic and the one perhaps
most widely read today, takes this devotion to the heart and wounds
of Christ even further in her book, The Herald of Divine Love, which
she wrote herself in Latin. In her visions, she repeatedly sees the
soul drinking from Christ’s heart through the wounds in his side. She
receives the stigmata, that is, the wounds of Christ, “interiorly in my
heart, just as though they had been made on the natural places of
my body,” which allows her to continuously “drink of the inebriating
cup of love’s nectar” (Gertrude of Helfta 100). For both Mechthild and
Gertrude, this emphasis on the blood, wounds, and heart of Christ is
less about an atoning sacrifice or an ascetic embrace of pain and much
more about intimate union with God—they are completely consumed
by a desire to get as close as they possibly can to the divine, even if
that means climbing into Christ’s body through the wound in his side.
The imagery in Gertrude’s visions also reflects the influence of her
peers —her visions are regal and erotic and often draw on metaphors
and symbolism from the natural world.
At Helfta, Gertrude seems to have been known especially for
her role as teacher and counselor. “Qualified neither by her gender
nor by any official position in the monastery, Gertrude nevertheless
felt almost no hesitation about her teaching and advising, and she was
a tough rather than tender counselor with her sisters,” writes Bynum
(187). Having also joined the monastery when she was a child, Gertrude
experiences a transformative vision when she is twenty-six years old
which irrevocably changes her life and leads to her future visionary
encounters with God. In this first vision, she sees Jesus on the other
side of a hedge, “of such length that I could not see the end of it, either
ahead or behind,” and which was “bristling with such large thorns”
(Gertrude of Helfta 95). She tries to climb through it herself—“burning
with desire and almost fainting”—before Jesus lifts and carries her
over it to the other side, where she notices on his hands “bright jewels,
his wounds” (Gertrude of Helfta 95).
Even with this brief overview of the literature of Helfta,
consistent themes become apparent. The visions of Mechthild of
Magdeburg, Mechthild of Hackeborn, and Gertrude of Helfta all
insisted on direct, first-hand access to the divine through an affective
18
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form of perception, centered around the blood, body, heart, and
wounds of Christ. While there was a particular fascination with sight
over alternative modes of experience, these women embraced the
breadth of human senses, and did so not simply or primarily as a result
of medieval misogyny or mind/body dualism. Rather, Bynum writes,
their affective spirituality was an effort “to realize all the possibilities
of the flesh” (as qtd. in Hollywood, Acute Melancholia 101). As Bynum
explains, “They were not rebelling against or torturing their flesh
over guilt of its capabilities so much as using the possibilities of its
full sensual and affective range to soar ever closer to God” (as qtd. in
Hollywood, Acute Melancholia 101). Above all, it is clear these women
were propelled by love, which was itself their “primary affect and a
way of knowing (Hollywood, Acute Melancholia 112). According to
Richard of St. Victor, a popular theologian of their time, “God bestows
vision in proportion to love” (as qt. in Schmidt xxxvi) And such vision
became the basis for their authority.
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Gender, Agency, and the Study of Religion
There is, of course, no question that the cultural and religious social
structures in the Middle Ages were inherently disempowering for
women, with their male-governed institutions and emphasis on female
virginity, chastity, and submission (Hollywood, Acute Melancholia 97).
From the eighteenth to the early twentieth century, the prevailing
assumption amongst scholars was that female mysticism of the late
Middle Ages was simply a result of these deeply embedded patriarchal
values. Sigmund Freud explained away such religious hysteria as a
psychosomatic illness and a response to sexual repression (Weber
317). Others such as William Inge and William James described these
visionary accounts as “a paltry record of sickly compliments and semierotic endearments,” based on a “‘puerile’ need for reassurance” (Inge
52; Bynum 183). It was not until the end of the twentieth century that
scholars like Caroline Walker Bynum, Barbara Newman and Jeffrey
Hamburger began to take these texts seriously and examine both their
cultural context and theological content.
More recently, the scholar and historian Amy Hollywood has
taken their research even a step further and suggested a different—
and, she argues, a more feminist—historiographical approach to
female mystical literature, suggesting that “the policing of mysticism
was also always the policing of gender” (Acute Melancholia 113). In her
book, Acute Melancholia and Other Essays: Mysticism, History, and
the Study of Religion, Hollywood draws on the anthropologist Saba
Mahmood who suggests that any anthropological study of a group
of people, past or present, must approach them not only as objects
of analysis, “but also as subjects able to offer meaningful accounts of
their own practices” (6). Mahmood, along with Hollywood, questions
the possibility of truly encountering the “other" if we presume from the
outset their experience is false or not based in reality. While Hollywood
is by no means suggesting a complete suspension of critique, she is
suggesting that scholars of religion must open themselves up to the
possibility of being “‘pierced’ by the presumptions of those they study”
(6). We must try to find a way, she continues, “to hear those whose
voices are often unheard or muted into naturalistic, reasoned—in
22
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recognizable modes of Western rationality—speech” (7). Reason, after
all, is often power’s way of defending its own perpetration.
In “Gender, Agency, and the Divine in Religious
Historiography,” Hollywood reads Mechthild of Magdeburg’s
The Flowing Light of the Godhead through this lens. Mechthild of
Magdeburg is aware of her cultural inferiority as a woman, more
so than Mechthild of Hackeborn and Gertrude of Helfta who rarely
mention it at all in their writings and seem generally confident
and serene in their authority. In The Flowing Light of the Godhead,
Mechthild worries why God did not choose someone more learned
or better suited to speak and write of the mysteries of the divine, but
God assures her that the more humble she is, the more receptive she
will be to God. As such, “Mechthild explicitly grounds her authority
in a rhetoric of femininity that both constrains and empowers her”
(Hollywood, Acute Melancholia 118) Hollywood raises important
questions regarding this claim to gender subordination as a means of
agency and authority:
Is there any way—or any reason—for a twenty-first century
feminist historian to take seriously Mechthild’s claim that God
speaks directly through her? If we do so, do we thereby undermine
Mechthild’s agency in ways inimical to the project of feminist
historiography? Conversely, what —if anything—are we missing
by moving too quickly to claims about agency, legitimization, and
authorization, thereby bypassing what Mechthild’s own text claims
about its production? (Acute Melancholia 118)
While it may be tempting to a contemporary audience to read
Mechthild’s visionary accounts as if they were primarily the result of
a proto-feminist desire for agency, to do so would be to “undermine
medieval women’s own self-understanding and practice” (Hollywood,
Acute Melancholia 120). At the same time, while we must be
careful not to read these mystical texts simply through the lens of
a self-empowered, modern feminism, it is true that these women’s
encounters with the divine are what gave them the power and
authority to speak and write, a power unusual for their time. As Bynum
24
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writes, “The basis for their authority and for the utter serenity with
which they exercised it”—at least for Mechthild of Hackeborn and
Gertrude of Helfta—“lay in their mystical experiences” (180). For all
three of them, and for other female mystics of the time as well, the
divine compels them to write or to share their accounts with others
who might transcribe them. But it is not their own voice as much as
they see themselves, “like wax melting before the fire,” passing into
God, who then speaks through them (Mechthild of Hackeborn 142). In
Mechthild of Hackeborn’s account, her sisters write: “And the more she
clung to [God] and praised him, the more she fell away from herself
and was brought to nothing” (142).
This emphasis on self-annihilation highlights the ways in
which these mystics’ sense of self is radically different than our own
contemporary assumptions and, furthermore, exemplifies how these
women often conflate self and God, body and spirit, and male and
female in ways that might not make sense to the modern ear. But
Hollywood, drawing on the historian Dipesh Chakrabarty, argues that
the only ethical and feminist approach to these texts is to take them
seriously, in all of their strangeness and however uncomfortable they
might make us today. She writes: “For Chakrabarty,”—whose research
focuses on postcolonial critiques of historiography—“recognition of
the power of beliefs over those who hold them is inadequate; instead,
the historian must be open to the possibility of the truth of those
beliefs. The difficulties of this for modern Western historians are, I
think, precisely the point” (Acute Melancholia 124).
In this sense, the question becomes how might we read these
late Medieval female mystics on their own terms and what might their
experiences have to teach us today? How do we suspend critique long
enough to listen to their voices and with such a radical openness to
the “other” that might, in the end, broaden our own critical capacities?
In Heideggerian terms, Chakrabarty writes of this as “the capacity to
hear that which one does not already understand” (Hollywood, Acute
Melancholia 126). To assume, along with Freud, James, and much of
modern scholarship, that these women’s voices are nothing more than
the result of inherited patriarchal values is only to continue the policing
of gender. As Hollywood asks, how might attention to these “subaltern
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pasts render visible the disjunction that exists in the present by making
other modes of being intelligible?” (Acute Melancholia 122). Most
importantly for my project, what might we learn from these women’s
mystical experiences about embodied ways of knowing, ways that do
not fit neatly within the legacy of Enlightenment rationalism?
Moreover, how might attention to these texts critique modern
feminism? In her book, Decreation, the poet Anne Carson notes the
inherent contradiction embedded in these women’s writings. As we
have seen, they argue, again and again, that you must get the self
out of the way in order to get to God—a common theme of mystical
literature writ large. Again, this emphasis on self-annihilation and
self-erasure written by women who were within a deeply patriarchal
system is difficult for us to see beyond. But Carson asks, “…how
are we to square away these dark ideas with the brilliant selfassertiveness of the writerly project?” (171). That is, to write of selfannihilation is in direct contradiction with the vocation of a writer,
which is always “to construct a big, loud, shiny centre of self from
which the writing is given voice” (Carson 171). Like Carson, I am drawn
to these contradictions embodied by Mechthild of Magdeburg,
Mechthild of Hackeborn, and Gertrude of Helfta, among others—of
self-assertiveness and self-effacement, of confronting and hiding, of
speaking and inhabiting silence—and I wonder how they can speak
to a modern feminism that has more often than not been usurped by
capitalism to make self-empowerment into something you can buy.
Amy Hollywood likewise concludes her essay on gender,
agency, and religious historiography with a similar question:

Untitled (Cut), from the series, First Sweet Truth, 2019
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Are there ends other than those of emancipation to which we
must attend in our desire to understand, explain, and promote the
flourishing of human lives? Might attention to alternative histories
help us to see them? Mechthild [of Magdeburg] desires freedom,
but a freedom very different from that sought by modern feminism.
Perhaps only a suspension of disbelief—one that allows for
Mechthild’s self-abjection in the face of the divine other to pierce
feminist historiography’s emancipatory presumptions—will enable
us to glimpse this other possible freedom (Acute Melancholia 127).
29

Photography
and the Invisible

Invisible Truth: Photography Beyond Representation
It is no coincidence that theorists of photography have frequently
borrowed the language of religion and mysticism to speak about the
nature and power of the medium. In Camera Lucida, Roland Barthes
claims photography “reaches down into the religious substance out of
which I am molded” (82). He continues: “Photography has something
to do with resurrection: might we not say of it what the Byzantines said
of the image of Christ which impregnated St. Veronica’s napkin: that
it is not made by the hand of man, acheiropoietos?” (82). For Barthes,
there is a power latent in the photographic image that has the ability
to pierce, wound, and transform the viewer. Barthes’ understanding
of photography mirrors how many theologians have long spoken of
icons, as both image and presence. Calling to mind the etymology of
mysticism, Barthes claims that a photograph is best seen when we
look away or close our eyes (53). The power of the image is not in its
representation, but in its emanation. Likewise, Susan Sontag compares
a photograph to a relic, like a nail from the True Cross, an object that is
simultaneously evidence of what-has-been and revelatory. For Sontag,
photography has the potential to deliver us from “the new age of
unbelief” because it is able to disclose what human eyes alone cannot
see—an invisible truth (153).
For a medium that has an indexical relationship to reality, much
has been written about photography’s ability to visualize the invisible.
As Junko Theresa Mikuriya writes, “It is interesting that indexicality, the
trace or imprint, seemingly the basis for the realist perspectives so often
associated with photography, also seems to evoke this sense of magic…”
(6). But to consider why this might be, we must first look back to the
very beginnings of photography, and even prior to its technological
invention, as well as examine the means by which artists throughout
history sought to represent the unrepresentable. To do so will lead us to
consider how photography’s failure—the limits of its representation—
might be the very point at which it reveals truth. Much like the late
Medieval mystics trying and failing to put into language their visionary
experiences, photography only leaves us with torn images, but images
which nonetheless may have the power to pierce us (Flusser 8).

Untitled (Wall), from the series, First Sweet Truth, 2018
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The Imprint of God: Photography’s Beginnings
The first known person to use the word “photography” was a monk
from Mount Sinai, Philotheos of Batos (Mikuriya 84). Little is known of
Philotheos apart from his contribution to The Philokalia, a collection
of writings on the practices of contemplation by saints and monks
from the Greek Orthodox tradition (Mikuriya 84). Philotheos uses
the term phôteinographeisthai, or writing with light, to describe
how the image of Jesus Christ is “written with light” on the heart
(Mikuriya 88). In one translation, which Murikiya believes mistranslates
“to photograph,” Philotheos writes: “And so every hour and every
moment let us zealously guard our heart from thoughts obscuring the
mirror of the soul, which should contain, drawn and imprinted on it
(phôteinographeisthai), only the radiant image of Jesus Christ” (as qtd.
in Mikuriya 89). For Philotheos, such an imprint requires the mind to
be free of other images, which has led the art historian Georges DidiHuberman to call him, “chasser des images,” or a hunter of images, “for
it is only by banishing all pictures that one can turn away from the self
in order to focus one’s attention on God” (as qtd. in Mikuriya 89). By
doing so, one becomes the blank surface which can receive the light of
God. Mikuriya quotes Philotheos at length:

Untitled (Mirror), from the series, First Sweet Truth, 2018

He who has tasted this light understands of what I am speaking.
Once tasted, this light tortures the soul all the more with hunger
for it, for the soul feeds on it but is never satiated, and the more
it tastes it, the more it hungers. This light, which draws the
mind as the sun draws the eyes, this light, inexplicable in itself,
which however becomes explicable, only not in words but by the
experience of him who receives its influence, or rather who is
wounded by it—this light, commands me to be silent, although the
mind would have still enjoyed conversing on the subject (90).
Philotheos’ words are remarkably similar to another female mystic,
the Italian Catherine of Siena, who wrote in her book of visions in
the late fourteenth century (referencing herself although written in
the third-person): “The more she hungers, the more she is filled, and
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the more she is sated, the more she hungers” (170). For Philotheos,
Catherine, and other mystics, such exposure to the divine light is
inexplicable and yet desire for it is inextinguishable. As Mikuriya points
out, “the ineffability of photogagia is brought to the forefront in the
above passage,” where Philotheos claims that such an experience
only becomes explicable within the body, “by the experience of him
who receives its influence, or rather is wounded by it” (90). Of course,
Philotheos’ use of the word “wounded” recalls Barthes’ punctum,
“this element which rises from the [photograph], shoots out of it like
an arrow and pierces me” (Barthes 26). For Philotheos, God is pure
light and exposure to the divine light discloses some invisible truth
that can only be felt, seen, or touched. It is a knowing that cannot be
constrained to language or human will and, as he writes, commands its
subject to be silent.
Mikuriya argues that a better translation of the first passage
quoted above would be that “Jesus Christ photographs Himself in
one’s heart” (88). The human hand is not involved—“it is not the human
who photographs God but God who photographs Himself” (88). Like
Barthes’ punctum, and what the philosopher Jean-Luc Marion’s calls
more broadly the “saturated phenomenon,” there can be no revelation
by looking for it. Rather, it must arise and pierce us, which can only
be the result of emptying ourselves through contemplation, closing
our eyes, or looking away. For Marion, the saturated phenomenon
“gives itself as absolute: free from any analogy with the experience
that has already been seen, objectivized, and comprehended. It frees
itself from such analogy because it depends on no horizon” (42). But
Philotheos, no less than other mystics, is forced to resort to analogy to
describe their encounters with the ineffable. Didi-Huberman, writing
of Philotheos’ divine “photograph,” imagines that “his body and its
interior felt like a pool of molten wax that has just been struck by the
seal” (as qtd. in Mikuriya 92). Similarly, Mecthild of Hackeborn’s scribes
write of her: “Melting in divine love like wax before the fire, she put
on his likeness, being wholly absorbed in God just as wax is imprinted
with a seal” (Mechthild of Hackeborn 39). The soul itself becomes
the photograph. From Mikuriya’s account, then, it would seem that
photography's very origins are bathed in divine light.
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A Crisis In Every Semblance: Fra Angelico

Fra Angelico, Annunciation, San Marco, Florence, Italy, c. 1440-42
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But what does such an image look like? How does one—a human, no
less!—make an image that implies the ineffable? Is it possible? While
the traditional narrative of art history follows a continual progression
towards representing reality, culminating with the technical invention
of photography, the very pencil of nature, the art historian Georges
Didi-Huberman argues that perhaps it is only through introducing “a
crisis into every semblance” that an artist might gesture towards the
unrepresentable (56). In his book, Fra Angelico: Dissemblance and
Figuration, Didi-Huberman examines how Fra Angelico, the famed
Florentine painter and Dominican monk, sought to gesture towards the
unknowability of God through using emptiness, visual transformation
and displacement in his paintings—and did so at the height of the
Renaissance’s shift towards linear perspective. Rather than creating
an illusory window into another aspect, Didi-Huberman claims Fra
Angelico made paintings that were “designed to advance toward the
eye, to disturb it, touch it” (10).
Didi-Huberman traces his argument to the theologian that
Fra Angelico, as a Dominican monk, would have most certainly been
reading while he was painting: Thomas Aquinas. Aquinas believed that
the imago dei, the Christian idea that humans are made in the image
of God, refers only to the soul, not our physical bodies. “Everywhere
else,”—that is, the physical world—“the image was broken, its
fragments disseminated or diffused in a ‘non-specific’ resemblance”
(48). Thus, Fra Angelico’s challenge as a painter was one of diffusion
and limitation as he constantly aimed towards painting an invisible
reality, the divine mystery. Didi-Huberman hypothesizes Fra Angelico
did this by using empty spaces, multicolored zones—literal blotches
of pigment—in order to introduce “a crisis into every semblance”
(56). These remarkably modern abstractions turn the viewer’s eye
away from the area of Fra Angelico’s greatest mimetic success and
urge them to begin to think about the image anagogically. In DidiHuberman’s words, they convert the gaze.
In Fra Angelico’s Annunciation at the monastery San Marco in
Florence, the angel Gabriel greets the Virgin Mary, who is kneeling,
39

Workshop of Robert Campin, Annunciation Triptuch, (Merode Altarpiece), Tournai, South Netherlands, c. 1430

detail, Carla Dolci, Annunciation, c. 1650

detail, Campin, Annunciation Triptych (Merode Altarpiece), c. 1430
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perhaps at prayer, with two fingers propping her book open which
she cradles in her left elbow. Saint Peter Martyr hovers nearby, an
historical inaccuracy according to the scriptural account. But it is
quickly apparent in this painting, among others, that Fra Angelico
is not concerned about “depicting a precise, identifiable episode
between a ‘just before’ and ‘just after’” (Didi-Huberman 113). This
retelling of the annunciation—when an angel appears to the Virgin
Mary and announces she will conceive and give birth to the son of
God—is sparse in its details. Besides the three figures’ bodies and the
angel’s luminous wings, which follow the contours of the receding
arches, Fra Angelico gives us little other visual information. If we
spend enough time attending to this painting, however, our eye instead
begins to rest on the expansive space between the Virgin and angel:
a simple, cream wall, cracked over time, but otherwise empty, slightly
marbled, cast with light which appears to be emanating from the angel
towards Mary. It is this space—the space between the angel Gabriel
and the Virgin Mary—in which the very mystery of the incarnation
happens, the divine becoming human.
Many other artists of the time sought to depict this moment
of divine conception pictorially, such as in Robert Campin’s Merode
Altarpiece, where a tiny angel carrying a cross flies down from heaven
and through a window towards the Virgin Mary, foreshadowing Jesus’
crucifixion. In another Annunciation, the painter Carla Dolci resorts to
using language itself: Mary’s response, the words Ecce Ancilli Domini
(“Behold, the handmaiden of the Lord”), extend like a gold ribbon
out of Mary’s mouth back towards the Holy Spirit, represented as a
glowing dove. The words, however, are painted in reverse, as if they
were intended to be read left-to-right only from within the depicted
space that Mary and the angel occupy (perhaps a nod to Dolci’s
carefully rendered linear perspective). When it comes to depicting
this moment of human-divine exchange, the crux of history from a
Christian perspective, the puncturing of time, both Campin and Dolci
resort to either analogy or language. After all, how else would you
depict something beyond vision?
In contrast, Fra Angelico’s use of abstraction offers a far
more powerful interpretation for how an artist might gesture towards
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the ineffable. Down the hall from Fra Angelico’s Annunciation at the
monastery San Marco, another fresco, his Madonna of the Shadows,
also serves as an example of his frequent use of non-perspectival
space. Four abstract marbled panels at eye level sit below a fresco
of the Virgin Mary with the Christ child surrounded by saints. These
empty visual fields, like the space between the Virgin Mary and
the angel Gabriel, become what Didi-Huberman calls “spaces of
contemplation,” spaces that are meant to remind us of the limits of
representation, even as they reside within or near perspectival space
(100). They point us towards that which cannot be made visible, that
which cannot be spoken or analogized. In this way, Fra Angelico draws
from apophatic or negative theology, the understanding that God
is beyond the limitations of human discourse or understanding—a
common theme of mystical literature. However, apophatic theology
cannot exist on its own, but only in tandem with cataphatic—or
positive—theology. As Hollywood writes:

Fra Angelico, detail (two of four panels) from Madonna of the Shadows, San Marco, Florence, Italy, c. 1450

…cataphasis and apophasis are two moments in the movement
toward God, two moments that together constitute Christianity.
Until something has been ascribed of God, we cannot unsay it;
without some conception of God’s goodness or being or love, we
cannot move to the claim that God is beyond goodness or being or
love, or that God is unbounded goodness or being or love, or that
God’s goodness or being or love is so unlimited that we cannot
think it within human conceptions of these attributes. There is
no “apophatic theology” within Christianity, then, but only the
interplay between cataphasis and apophasis (Hollywood, Acute
Melancholia, 114-115).
Likewise, these fields of visual emptiness in Fra Angelico’s
paintings—his apophasis—always reside within or near perspectival
space or what we could perhaps call his cataphasis—for example,
the figures of Mary, Gabriel and Peter Martyr. These colored blotches
and empty spaces serve as interpretive reminders of the limits of any
attempt to figure the divine. They introduce another way of seeing,
one much more reliant on presence than representation. Speaking of
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what it might have been like for a Dominican monk at San Marco to
encounter these abstractions on a daily basis, Didi-Huberman claims
that they become “something like an invitation to close [the] eyes,” in
order to, through contemplation and emptying of vision, approach the
mystery of the incarnation (100). As Fra Angelico seems to suggest,
it is only through this movement inward through the dark interior
of the soul that an encounter with the unknown—and ultimately
unknowable—might take place. In the language of the mystics of
Helfta, you must pass through the wound to get to the veritas.
While Fra Angelico’s tools as a painter may look very different
than those of a photographer, the same challenge presents itself: is it
possible to photograph that which is beyond vision? And, if so, what
about the nature of the photographic medium makes it a particularly
salient tool for this task?
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From Spiritualist Photography to Imaging a Black Hole:
Photography and Truth

William H. Mumler, Mrs. French of Boston with her son’s spirit, Carte de
visite, c. 1868-70
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From its advent, photography’s distinctive power has come from its
direct relationship to reality, as a medium for representation seemingly
unmoored from the human hand. Because of this, the camera
became a tool for collecting evidence, particularly evidence of the
supernatural, harkening back to Veronica’s veil. Could it be possible to
use the camera as a tool for documenting—and proving—an unseen
spiritual realm? In the United States, the invention of photography was
soon followed by the rise of Spiritualism, a religious movement that
began in the mid-nineteenth century and encouraged communion with
spirits and the dead (Harvey 25). The Spiritualist movement originated
in Rochester, NY, the same town in which the famous Eastman Kodak
Company opened in 1880 (Harvey 25). Often within the context of
seances, Spiritualists began to use photography as a means to prove
their communication with otherwise invisible spirits, who would
frequently “appear” in the developed negative as emanations of light
or disembodied limbs, heads, or faces (Harvey 27). But the resulting
photographs were quickly debunked by photographers who were
able to produce the same results through double exposures or long
exposures. Instead of proving an invisible spiritual world, they had
been playing tricks all along.
In many ways, contemporary photography’s evidentiary
potential has transitioned from the realm of spirits to the realm
of science. For the catalog for the 2008 exhibit, Brought to Light:
Photography and the Invisible 1840-1900, at the San Francisco Museum
of Modern Art, the art historian and film critic Tom Gunning writes
that while we may now scoff at Spiritualist photography as naive, “this
may be because the imaging of invisible processes has moved more
recently toward technologies such as the MRI,” even while “capturing
the invisible remains an ultimate horizon for both scientific and artistic
practice” (63). Case in point: in 2019, 29-year old Massachusetts
Institute for Technology graduate student Kate Bouman took the
first photograph of a black hole. “We have seen what we thought
was unseeable,” said Shep Doeleman, an astronomer at the Harvard47

Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics” (Overbye). In an article in The
Guardian, Brenna Cooper writes that the existence of black holes have
“long been difficult to prove,” but now we finally have a breakthrough,
a photographic image that required eight radio telescopes positioned
in four continents that synced together over several days. The resulting
data was so large—five petabytes of data, or five million gigabytes (for
context: an average iPhone has 64 gigabytes)—that it had to be sent
via old-fashioned computer disc drives through FedEx (Koren). Like the
Spiritualists had only hoped to do, Bouman and her collaborators at
MIT used photography to prove the existence of that which cannot be
seen with the human eye alone.
But even with carefully synced radio telescopes and much
larger digital storage systems, a photograph’s relationship to truth
remains tenuous and the camera far from objective. In her essay,
“Document: Fact and Fiction,” the philosopher Helen Panofsky explains
that the referent—that which is represented in the photograph—is
always an incomplete fragment of reality and therefore necessarily
deceptive. A photographic portrait might appear to tell us something
about an individual’s life, but in actuality, it tells us very little and
the assumptions we make to fill in the blanks can quickly distort the
reality. However, Panofsky argues, photographs nonetheless have the
potential to represent truth, but only an invisible truth. She refers to
this invisible truth as the “implied referent,” not that which is seen or
represented in the photograph, but that which is felt or encountered
(185). While a photograph cannot accurately relay an historical or
scientific truth or prove the existence of unseen spiritual realms, it
can reveal something much more transitory and affective and allow
it to “penetrate into the realm of visibility” (Panofsky 184). In short,
Panofsky is saying something akin to what contemporary photographer
Philip Lorca DiCorcia has said elsewhere: “…a photograph can tell
you something true, just not about that particular person or place
[represented]” (Wolukau-Wanambwa). Thus, in an ironic turn, the
truth of photography is perhaps best described as an invisible truth,
one much more based on an affective form of perception rather than
visual perception alone. What was once believed to be a powerful tool
for truth-as-evidence actually reveals itself instead to be a far more

Black Hole, Event Horizon Telescope Collaboration, 2019
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powerful tool for truth-as-disclosure.
In her book of visions, Dialogue, Catherine of Siena refers to
God not as “God,” but as La Prima Dolce Verita, translated either as
First Sweet Truth or Gentle First Truth. For Catherine, among other
mystics, God is the ultimate truth, the first, only, prima truth, the truth
that is behind and beyond all existence—that which came before all
else, the eternal. In her visions, God is both revealed and hidden, seen
and unseen, fragmented and disseminated. She tastes God but is never
satiated, hungers but is not filled. If photographs are lies that can tell
the truth, perhaps visions are too. And, in Catherine’s visions, it is God
himself who ultimately penetrates into the realm of visibility.
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Photographs that Are: The Nature of Photography's Revelatory Power
The photograph, much like Fra Angelico’s movement between
apophasis and cataphasis, contains the trace or remnant of the real and
also exists as ultimately unknowable and fragmented. Photography’s
revelatory power resides in this unique overlap of the visible and
invisible. But, that is not to say that all photographs contain this power,
only that they have the potential for it. What qualities of a photograph
make it more likely to reach this heightened sense of transcendence?
In his book, Devotional Cinema, the experimental filmmaker
Nathaniel Dorsky distinguishes between an image “that uses vision
to represent the world” and one that “is in itself a manifested act of
seeing” (30). The former merely illustrates a point, while the latter
allows the image to exist in and of itself. Dorsky continues:
When we take an object and make it mean something, what we
are doing, in a subtle or not so subtle way, is confirming ourselves.
We are confirming our own concepts of who we are and what the
world is. But allowing things to be seen for what they are offers a
more open, more fertile ground than the realm of predetermined
symbolic meaning (41).
This sort of seeing, “allowing things to be seen for what they are,”
requires relinquishing control (Dorsky 41). The photographs that reveal
the most—that have the potential for disclosing truth—are those that
cannot be mastered or immediately understood or digested, either by
the photographer or the viewer. They are photographs that are instead
of photographs that do (Torshizi). They require time and attention.
They play with the unknown, slip in and out of time, draw us in before
pushing us out. Instead of presenting a concept, such a photograph
makes space for contemplation and the irreducible nature of human
experience.
The contemporary photographer S. Billie Mandle’s practice
is defined by just such an approach. In her series, Circumference,
she repeatedly photographed one wall in Emily Dickinson’s bedroom
in Amherst, Massachusetts, the corner in which Dickinson’s desk—

S. Billie Mandle, from Circumference, n.d.
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where she wrote all of her poetry—would have faced. Using a largeformat camera, natural light, and long exposures, Mandle returned
to photograph this corner again and again over the course of a year.
She writes: “By photographing this potent corner, I am not trying to
replicate what Dickinson might have seen, but rather trying to convey
a space that invited a deep concentration.” The eighteen photographs
that make the final series are displayed at scale, allowing the viewer
to, in a sense, sit down at Dickinson’s desk and inhabit the space in
which she wrote. While at a distance the photographs look remarkably
similar, a closer look reveals how the tone of the light changes slightly
from one to the next, or a shadow materializes on the surface that is
not present in another image, or a scratch appears on the wallpaper
that is difficult to locate in the next photograph. It would be difficult
to say what these photographs are about or what they mean. It is both
the very wall—and wallpaper—that Dickinson herself stared into every
day, and at the same time, a picture of nothing, a blank surface. But it
is this intersection of particularity and visual emptiness that undergirds
the photographs’ transcendent power. It is not just any wall, but this
wall—this light.
Such attention to particularity is essential to photography’s
ability to disclose truth. To look not at “a person,” but “this person,”
or not “a moment,” but “this moment,” prevents us from too quickly
moving to a symbolic understanding of that which meets our gaze. To
allow a photograph to arise and pierce us requires us to get close, to
see the scratch in the wallpaper. It requires relinquishing the safety of
distance and conceptualization. Throughout art history, such attention
to detail and particularity has often been denigrated as feminine,
while the desire to represent the 'Ideal' was often undergirded by
mind/body dualism and sexual stereotypes of Western philosophy,
as that which is “arrived at by conceptual rather than perceptual
means,” requiring distance and the negation of all particularity (Schor
15-16). In contrast, intimate and detailed representations were often
relegated to “low” traditions, those most often associated with the
domestic or women’s arts: embroidery, weaving, and decoration, for
example (Marks 6). However, with its invention, photography became
the medium par excellence of the detail, because the camera has the
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Mehran Mohajer, Untitled, 2017

Mehran Mohajer, Untitled, 2017
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potential to capture every minute detail within a frame with seemingly
no preference. At its best, photography is based on a mode of mimesis
that refers to truth by how it appears to the eye rather than by a
sensation of the mind (Schor 12).
In his series, Between and Non-Between, the contemporary
Iranian photographer Mehran Mohajer examines how the camera
precisely “‘appears to simulate the eye,’” or perhaps more specifically,
the body (“The Global Art World,” Torshizi 211). Mohajer draws on the
writings of Rumi, a thirteenth-century Persian poet and Sufi mystic,
who wrote, “Sight and Heart are between two fingers,” and who
himself was drawing on the Prophet Allah’s words: “A believer’s heart
is between the two fingers of God” (“Mehran Mohajer”). Placing two
fingers on the lens of his camera, Mohajer photographs the world. If
it is between two fingers that God is at work, then Mohajer is turning
his lens into a tool to search for the ineffable. To do so, though, he
takes the camera into his body and becomes one with it (“The Global
Art World,” Torshizi 213). In the series of images, the fingers become
like dark curtains that sometimes reveal a recognizable object: a
flag, the bark of a tree, the moon. Other times, the images remain
abstract, only skin-toned light and shadow passing through his fingers.
In the photographs, we move between seeing and unseeing. The
photographs resist conceptualization. More often than not, we do not
know what we are looking at, only what we are looking through—a
physical body. We feel its warmth. Drawing from a mystical text in
a similar way to that of my own work, Mohajer utilizes metaphor,
navigating the space between text and image. His body becomes
a failed translator as he looks to photograph that which ultimately
cannot be seen. The goal, of course, is not to find God, but to keep
looking.
Ultimately, Mandle and Mohajer use photography to embrace
an embodied way of knowing. This is exactly what Mechthild of
Magdeburg, Mechthild of Hackeborn, Gertrude of Helfta and others
mystics knew and practiced—that if we want to inch closer to the
ineffable, it will require us to go to the limits of our sensual capabilities.
Today, as we rely more and more on data, algorithms, and cloudbased systems, we largely assume seeing is a disembodied act, a
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passive observation, no longer understood to be a form of direct
contact (Marks xiii). In a constant flow of images, we only look at
that which we already understand, images which have often been
bundled and pre-packaged in order to sell us something. Our eyes
skim, understand, move on. In contrast, what might this lineage of
female visionary experience reveal about other ways of seeing—a kind
of seeing that gestures towards both the flowering of reality and the
limits of representation? In the same way that the mystics attempted
and failed to put into language their visionary encounters with God, I
turn to my camera as a tool of translation. If failure is the language of
the mystic, it is also the language of photography.
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First Sweet Truth

Beginnings
My interests as an artist exist at this intersection of photography,
the history of religion, and gender studies. In an early project from
2016-2018, Second Eve, I invited subjects to model as both Eve and
the Virgin Mary in reference to particular art historical images, such
as Masaccio’s Expulsion or Giotto’s Madonna Enthroned. Using a
large-format camera, I photographed women in these archetypal
roles, exploring the ways in which the categories of shame and virtue
are inscribed on women’s bodies. However, what began as historical
critique led me eventually towards an in-depth study of late Medieval
female mystics like Gertrude of Helfta and Julian of Norwich. Shifting
my attention to one of agency, these women’s visionary encounters
offered an example of a subtle upending of patriarchal authority. In
their visions, strict binaries of mind and body, male and female, and
self and God were placed into question. Thus, rather than looking
to how the female body was represented by others, I turned to how
Christian women imagined and envisioned themselves and their
relationship to the divine.
Recalling the devotional practice of Fra Angelico whose
paintings were informed by his theological study, my artistic practice
lives in parallel with my research. The process of making this work
constantly shifts between an historical inquiry and a personal
investigation. I began with the mystical texts themselves, reading and
returning to the strange and compelling images these devout women
used to speak of God. The uncanny nature of these texts propelled a
longing to know more. As I pressed closer into these texts, I was drawn
not only to what did not make sense to me as a contemporary reader,
but also the points in which these women themselves struggled to
understand and elucidate their experience. Moreover, I was surprised
to find these texts were less often exacting descriptions of visions—
what one might assume from someone trying to explain or defend
their visionary encounters—and more often elaborate, drawn-out
metaphors: a storeroom of divine spices, the scent of wine on one’s
breath, waterfalls of grace, a gold cup filled to the brim that never
empties, a mother’s breast seeping honey. The imagery itself leaks and
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overflows as the world of which they speak is permeated by divine
love; at times, it is uncomfortably sweet, and other times, it is deeply
unsettling. As I continued reading, I wanted to understand what was
lost in translation. I wanted to press closer, not into the text, but into
the bodies of the mystics themselves. What did it mean when they said
“I saw?” (Newman).
In Towards a Philosophy of Photography, the philosopher Vilém
Flusser speaks about how we experience the world through images
and that it was only with the ascent of linear writing that humankind
was forced to conceptualize our experience into language. “Texts
do not mean the world,” he writes, “but the images which they tear
up” (8). As I picked up my camera and began to make photographs
in conversation with these texts, I found myself left with only torn
images. I quickly realized illustrating these women’s visions was,
obviously, impossible due to the nature of the visions—for example,
how do I photograph Jesus? But, more importantly, to merely illustrate
these visions was far from what drew me to them in the first place.
While I wanted to approach the texts on their own terms, as if they
could be true, I had no investment in proving these visions did or did
not actually happen. I was much more interested in these women’s
insistence that their experiences could not be made legible. The
fragmented images I found myself making in response—abstractions,
walls, light, gestures—were, I realized, precisely the point. The mystics
said so themselves: “Lord, blessed are the eyes / That forever gaze
upon this surging of love / I can never describe it,” writes Mechthild of
Magdeburg (86).
In one of my early attempts at responding to these visions, I
made a book, Hedge, in reference to Gertrude’s first vision, in which
she sees Jesus on the other side of a long hedge of thorns. I began by
visiting a botanical garden in search of a plant with thorns. I found one
sprinkled with small pink flowers and set up my large-format camera
to begin making photographs when the botanist appeared by my
side, eager to learn more about my not-so-inconspicuous camera. In
return, I asked him about the plant I was photographing and he began
to unravel the history of this particular plant: it is called Euphorbia
Mili, more commonly known as the Crown of Thorns, which is native

Hedge, 2019
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to Madagascar but believed to have been brought to the Middle East
in ancient times and legend says it was used to make Jesus’ crown
of thorns. To my surprise, I had stumbled upon the very thorns that
supposedly scarred Jesus’ head. I began to photograph the plant,
returning to it over and over again on several occasions, and eventually
compiled the images together in a book. Printed on a cream newsprint,
the ink seeps through the pages, revealing images layered within other
images, the thorns and the flowers intertwining, appearing almost as
if the images were solarized. The book is bound by coptic stitch with
thread I dyed with madder root, a natural dye common in the Middle
Ages for making a deep red. Over time, the dye becomes more muted,
appearing as dried blood. It is my own “hedge” in book form, that is,
a book of images—not text—and an early attempt to get to the other
side, where one might encounter “the touch of God,” as Gertrude did
(Marnau 40).
In making these early photographs, I often turned to
the symbols that the women themselves used to analogize their
experience: fruit, dew, honey, trees, thorns, knives, gems, blood, grass.
I turned to the mystics to guide me. In The Book of Special Grace,
Mechthild of Hackeborn prays that the memory of God would “cling
to [her] heart at all times” (160). In return, the Lord shows her his heart
in the form of a house and Mechthild’s soul, like a dove, flies into the
house through a doorway and discovers a heap of wheat. The Lord tells
Mechthild:
When a dove comes to a heap of wheat, she does not carry it away,
but chooses what most pleases her. You should do the same. When
you hear or read the word of God, you cannot grasp it all with your
understanding. But gather for yourself a few things with which you
can train your memory and think to yourself, “Ah, what is your lover
saying to you…?” (160)
I gathered for myself a few things. I copied down the passages in the
texts that stood out to me, marking each symbol or metaphor that I
was drawn to, before imagining it taking the form of a photograph.
For example, I was especially drawn to the repeated imagery of
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Jesus as mother, which led to my photograph of a leaking breast:
“Just as children suck their mother’s breasts, you will suck your inner
consolation from her, unspeakable sweetness,” God tells Mechthild
of Hackeborn (129). In my photograph, the new mother’s breast
swells, the pulsating veins drawing the viewer’s eye to the small
drip of clouded milk at the nipple, about to fall. In another image, I
photographed a jagged-edged, broken mirror surrounded by darkness,
the flash echoing into the reflection—Catherine of Siena writes in the
gentle mirror of God, she sees herself (48).
But even as I made these photographs, something was still
missing. So often I found myself sitting in my studio trying to conjure
an image. The practice often felt distant from the mystical life itself
and lacked a thread to the present besides my own fascination with
these visionary texts. If the mystical experience is one defined by
proximity and devotion, then I needed to get even closer. Over the
summer, I travelled to some of the places these women lived and
experienced their visions. I went with the intention to photograph,
but unsure of what I would encounter, which, for me, was essential to
the project itself. On this first trip, I spent the majority of time in Italy
where many of the sites I visited—Catherine’s Siena, Angela’s Foligno,
Claire’s Assisi—have been turned into popular tourist destinations
or gaudy shrines. How was I to photograph the trace of the ineffable
when the sites themselves were flooded with postcard stands and
lines of tourists? There was nowhere to point my camera. One week,
I bought a cheap flight to Munich and traveled for three nights to
Kloster Helfta, the still-active convent where Mechthild of Magdeburg,
Mechthild of Hackeborn and Gertrude of Helfta all lived. Finally, in
this remote, agricultural landscape, I found what I was looking for, the
visionary ground itself.
I no longer had to conjure images; instead, they were right in
front of me. On my first morning in Helfta, Sister Christiane showed
me what they refer to as the “Christ window,” the window through
which Gertrude repeatedly had visions of God. When the convent was
not active for many decades, the occupants tried to fill all the windows
with bricks in order to use the space to store grain. However, as Sister
Christiane explained, the bricks would never remain in this window.
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As many times as they stacked them up, they would fall out again the
next day. The window would not be closed off from the light. Later, I
photograph the pond, and Sister Pauline runs across the garden to tell
me this is the pond where Mechthild came to meet Christ. It is this
pond, this window, this light. Everywhere I turn my camera there is
another story, another face, another thread connecting me backward
in time to these texts I have read and re-read and have circled around
and within for months. And, by the second time I return to Helfta, I
begin to realize that while I come to document this place, I am also
slowly being transformed by it.

Untitled (Christ Window at Kloster Helfta), from the series, First Sweet Truth, 2019
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An Interlude: A Heron, a Horse, and a Doorframe
When I first arrive at Kloster Helfta, the door is locked. With three
cameras and a tripod strapped to my back and no cell phone service,
I wait, cupping my hands above my eyes to look through the window,
searching for some evidence of movement. With nothing else to do,
I turn and face the pond across from the convent. A blue-gray heron
walks along the water’s edge, one foot slowly placed in front of the
other, before suddenly bending low and lifting his wings, flying over
the convent, his feet dangling. They look like Christ’s feet in the
crucifix at the church, feet that could equally be interpreted as dead or
in a state of ascension.
After ten minutes, Sister Pauline shows up at the door and
apologizes. “Have you seen the heron?” she asks. “I’ve been trying to
take a picture of it for years, but it flies away as soon as you get close
to it.” She pulls out her phone and shows me a few attempts, wings
barely a distant blur in the horizon, cropped off by the edges of the
frame. We talk briefly, our words hushed in the silence of the convent,
and she shows me to my room.
§

Several Sisters of Kloster Helfta in front of the Christ Window, left to right: Sister Gratia, Sister Gertrude, Sister Miriam,
Sister Christiane, Sister Pauline, Sister Ruth, 2019
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The next time I visit, Sister Christiane, the prioriess, comes to
my room to show me the archive of Kloster Helfta. The sisters keep
mentioning it, so I ask to see it. It turns out it is a small, cardboard
box full of a hundred or so photographs in no apparent order, some
of the reconstruction of the building and some from the personal
family photographs of nuns who have since passed away. Before Sister
Christiane shows them to me, she pulls out an envelope from deep
within the pocket of her habit. “Perhaps this is silly, but I want to show
you this picture.”
She slips out a silver gelatin print, its edges dimpled and
curling. “I took this as a child and I am still so proud of it,” she says, and
passes it to me. It’s a photograph of a horse—“what is that, fohlen?”
she asks—asleep in a field, the child-sized shadow of Christiane
evident in the bottom right corner and the horizon line askew in the
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distance. It is impossible to get close to a horse when it is sleeping,
she explains, because it always wakes up. “I tried for years to get this
photograph and I finally got close enough.” As she tells me this, I
imagine her face looking the same some forty years ago when she first
developed the print in her father’s darkroom. But, laughing and taking
the print back into her hands, she says: “But when I see its left ear, I
think it had heard me.”
§
Unlike the first visit, when I was a strange American with a
camera, this time the sisters have fully welcomed me into their fold.
I stay in the convent instead of the guesthouse. I am ushered into a
private meeting and issued an invitation to come back and photograph
Sister Sandra’s solemn profession later this year. After two weeks, they
give me unlimited access to photograph the cloistered area where the
public is not generally allowed.
And, when the sisters gather around me to say goodbye,
Sister Pauline reaches over to me and whispers in my ear, “Did you
photograph the heron?” Not yet, I respond. I’ve tried for two weeks
and still have nothing—haven’t even gotten close to it. “Well,” she
says, “photography takes a lot of patience.”
§

Untitled (Sleeping Horse by Sister Christiane), from the series, First Sweet Truth, 2020
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At Helfta, I learn about a quality of perception that requires
immersion. It is not easy. To enter into the convent takes time. It is
often uncomfortable, lonely. For days, I do not speak to anyone. And,
often, the photographs do not come as quickly as I imagined them.
During my second visit, I feel the pressure of time, of only three
weeks there, unsure of when—or if—I will be able to come back
again. Even though I am finally in the place itself, I nonetheless tire
of photographing the same square mile over and over again. I still,
at times, feel as if I am waiting for the vision, the eclipse. I am there
because I believe it will happen, but still, I am waiting.
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One evening before dusk, I meet Sister Sandra outside of the
church. What starts as a mixture of broken German and English quickly
turns to wild gestures, laughter, and frustration. I promise myself that if
I return again, I will practice my German more. I have been told by the
prioress that Sister Sandra, the resident amateur historian, has an idea
of where the mystics of Helfta are buried. Of course, no one actually
knows. Hundreds of years have passed and there are no records.
Moreover, the land where Helfta is located is particularly swampy for
the region, not an ideal place for burials. Sister Sandra tries to explain to
me her elaborate theory for why she thinks the mystics might be buried
directly in front of the church, something to do with the length of the
nave (we walk, side-by-side, counting out forty-six meters together),
and how the length of the church equals the combination of Jesus’ age
when he died and the supposed age of the Virgin Mary when the angel
Gabriel visits her (34 + 12 = 46). Sister Sandra explains that such an
allegorical interpretation of the church’s architecture would be logical
for the Middle Ages. I am fascinated, but still do not follow the link to
the burial site, which she indicates is located just outside of the door to
the church, practically beneath the western wall of the nave.
As we stand there together, looking down at the stone walkway,
imagining the bones that may lie beneath, I look up at the exterior wall
of the church. I point out a slight, curved indentation in the wall, which I
have noticed each night as I walk back from vespers to my room. During
the day, it is difficult to make out, but at night, a nearby lamp post casts
a shadow on it, revealing a scar in the stone. “Was ist das?” I ask Sandra,
and unsurprisingly, she has an answer.
“Gertrude’s first vision,” she says, before acting out the
narrative that I am now so familiar with—the hedge, the thorns, Jesus
on the other side. The scar in the wall is actually an old doorframe,
she explains, now filled in with stones, but which used to connect the
dormitory with the church. As soon as she tells me this, I know exactly
what I am looking at, as I recall how Gertrude had her first vision in the
passageway between the dormitory and the church. I have circled back
to where I started. The next day when I walk to my room in the daylight,
I pass a wall of windows at the convent and notice the fuchsia flowers of
a Euphorbia Mili reaching towards the sun.

Untitled (Doorframe), from the series, First Sweet Truth, 2020
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Seeing As Touching
In her book, Touch: Sensuous Theory and Multisensory Media, Laura
Marks distinguishes between seeing-as-touching and seeing-asmastering. She worries “the information age is making us very good
at symbolization, at the expense of bringing us into contact with that
which we do not know and for which we have no categories” (xi). To
be brought into close contact with the particular “other" is what Marks
terms seeing-as-touching, or haptic perception (xii). It does not allow
the viewer to recede into cognition. Rather, she writes: “Haptic images
invite the viewer to dissolve his or her subjectivity in the close and
bodily contact with the image” (13). Drawing on Gilles Deleuze and
Félix Guattari, Marks distinguishes between haptic visuality and its
opposite, optical visuality, a more distant observation; however, they
are not a dichotomy, she explains, rather, they slide into each other,
in much the same way that Fra Angelico’s non-representational space
exists within perspectival space, or in the slippage between truth and
fiction in a photograph.
My body of work, First Sweet Truth, hinges on this movement
between the optic and the haptic, between photograph as metaphor
and photograph as direct contact. Whether it be in my studio or at
Helfta, the camera is the means by which I touch, put my finger to the
scar and press. The resulting photographs are both soft and sharp,
flesh and thorn. I do not look to immediately understand or make
sense, but rather attempt to open up another mode of perception, one
much more based in the somatic rather than the semantic. In creating a
dialogue with these visionary texts, I question how mystical experience
might give rise to "forms of understanding or consciousness on the
basis of which reason itself might be judged" (Hollywood X). If seeing
has become a disembodied act, then what does it mean to remove the
veil of information and symbolization and get closer to that which is
beyond legibility, beyond vision itself? As a means of highlighting this,
I present some of my photographs through the veil itself—pixelated
screenshots of images, frosted glass, a muted copy—while other
photographs attempt to create a space for contemplation, for seeing
through and beyond. Perhaps to see is to touch the wound.
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The image of the wound serves as a multifaceted theme for
my work. The wound is at once the entry point into intimate union
with the divine, as the mystics write about over and over again, and
the site of Thomas’ doubting fingers. It is likewise Barthes’ punctum, or
stigmata, a reference to photography’s unique capability to lacerate:
“sting, speck, cut, little hole…the accident [in the photograph] which
pricks me (but also bruises me…)” (27). And, finally, the wound is also
a symbol of the vulva, the site of feminine permeability, which has long
been used to support biological determinism, the notion that women
are more naturally inclined to empathy, emotion, and embodiment.
Rather than see this site of puncture as the grounds for essentialism,
I understand it to be a guide for how to approach subjects which
are intrinsically unknowable. Allowing oneself to be permeable to
the world is not an inherently feminine quality, but it is one with
which women, and mystical women in particular, have to teach us,
particularly today. As Elvia Wilk explains:
The notion that women’s mystical relationships with the divine
are primarily emotional/corporeal, as opposed to theological and
intellectual, keeps their insight forever outside of the systems
of codified knowledge. Instead of preserving these as separate
epistemological tiers…the category of what counts as empirical
knowledge should be expanded.
In my practice, I understand the wound as the site of puncture, of
revelation, and most importantly, of knowledge. With my camera, I
write with my body (Cixous 886). “Such is the strength of women,”
writes Héléne Cixous, “that, sweeping away syntax, breaking the
famous thread (just a tiny little thread, they say), which acts for men as
a surrogate umbilical cord…women will go right up to the impossible,”
or, we could say, the ineffable (886). The body becomes the text. To
see is to touch and to touch is to know. In the process of making this
body of work, I tried, as much as possible, to avoid the flight into
concept, what Dorsky calls “the safety net of an idea, or something to
accomplish which is already known” (40). I tried, instead, to hold my
camera and close my eyes.
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An Interlude: How God Comes To the Soul
What follows is a poem comprised entirely of selected chapter titles in three mystical texts:
Mechthild of Madgeburg’s The Flowing Light of the Godhead, Mechthild of Hackeborn’s Book
of Special Grace, and Gertrude of Helfta’s Revelations of Divine Love. In all cases, the chapter
titles were offered as summaries of the original text by the mystics’ contemporary editors. The
formal rules I set for myself included not breaking or changing the titles in any way, although
the grammar is modified. I broke these rules in one case. This piece is inspired by Robin Coste
Lewis’ poem, “Voyage of the Sable Venus.”

How God Comes to the Soul
What She Is Bringing,

God Asks the Soul
She Replies: Something

That Is Better Than Seven Things;
On the Mountain,
The Seven Stairs, And Springs On the Lord’s Kitchen,
How the Soul Plays a Game of Dice
with Christ,
That the Lord is Father
Mother, Brother, Sister
God Invites the Soul to Hear
The Drink of Honey

His Heartbeat
How Divine Sweetness

Attracts the Soul How the Soul
In the Lord’s Heart

Makes a Nest
How God Gives

The Soul His Own Senses To Use
Concerning the Orchard
Flowers, and the Song
Of Virgins, Concerning
Burned Love, a Bit About Paradise,
On Tears

On the Lord’s Weeping and
Of Love, Why God’s Face

Is Compared to the Sun In Suffering
You Should Be a Lamb,
A Turtledove, and a Bride
How God Clothes
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Himself With the Soul, and the Effect
The Flood of Love

of Sighs,
On the Wedding Garment

The Precious Stone
How the Soul

Is Called Heart’s Delight
Sinks At the End

You Should Have Love, Longing, Fear and Three Kinds of Sorrow;
If You Surrender Yourself
To God
God Will Also Surrender Himself
How Wisdom Is Seen

To You,
How God Compares

Himself To a Bee
How God Came To the Soul
And How She Was Set
On Fire
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How the Soul Asks God
Between God

How She Is, and Where He Is
And the Loving Soul

All Things Are Beautiful
Passionately, Often

You Should Ask that God Love You
And Long
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Conclusion
When I first began to read mystical texts like those by the mystics of
Helfta, among others, I was surprised not to find more ecstasy, rapture,
or intensity. While it is present, it is rare. Instead, what I discovered are
ways of seeing that transform and shatter boundaries, rendering reality
porous. The mystic is someone who sees through and beyond:
There is no clear boundary between far and near; there is no
climactic moment of God’s arrival…the distance of God [is] a
sort of suspended solution—and there we see Divine Being as
a dazzling drop that suddenly, impossibly saturates the world
(Carson 179).
Can photography visualize the invisible? I have no answer but
to keep photographing. It is this insistent repetition that is both at the
core of my project and at the heart of the mystical experience. Like
the prayers that the nuns at Helfta repeat morning and evening, day
after day, this task is perhaps best described as a productive failure—
to keep saying the name of God over and over and over again until,
maybe, a seam opens up or a crack surfaces. It requires persistence,
and perhaps, most of all, faith. What if my camera is the thing with
which I keep saying God, La Prima Dolce Verita, First Sweet Truth?1

1 I owe this phrase to Foad Torshizi.
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